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May Newsletter
Views on the changing scene and the Shop at the Hub

What a month we have had!? Wall
to wall sunshine everyday (except
the last couple of days when our
gardens are getting the watering
they so desperately need!?) For
those of us who were asked to self
isolate it has allowed us to spend
lots of time in our gardens!
Meanwhile the Shop has gone
from strength to strength with the
endless attention of Marie and her
tireless team taking it to giddy
new heights! They really do
deserve our heartfelt thanks and
congratulations for the amazing

(Latest addition – new chiller on the left) new ranges that are now on
display! Wonderful fresh fruit and vegetables delivered daily! Fresh meat in the new Chiller and a
comprehensive range of all the other things that we might want!
The home deliveries are proving very popular and if you haven’t tried one, you should. Just ring up
between 9.30-10.30 am and someone will talk you through your order! Then later in the day they
will ring you back so they can take a card payment over the phone. One of the other valiant
volunteers will deliver it to your door. Don’t think you are putting extra work on them, as one
customer said to me yesterday. They want to help!

Let’s retain the fantastic Community Spirit that has developed and continue to support the
tremendous effort the remaining volunteers are putting in to keep our Village Shop going. When
eventually we emerge and are allowed to get out and about again do continue to use it remembering
how it has been helping us to cope with this strange situation we are in!

Meanwhile STAY SAFE & HEALTHY and PATIENT until we can beat this nightmare!
(Jenny Greatwood)

How different our life is now from what we had expected.  No trips out in old cars, no holidays, and
no regular visits to and from family members or friends! But how lucky we are that the Shop is
doing such a grand job.  I send my order in every week and have not been disappointed when I call
to collect it.  The highlights this week were a cherry pie, a salmon wellington, AND a bag of bread
flour!!  The villagers have really rallied round to keep everything going.
How lucky we have been with the weather and - with the lockdown - how pleasantly quiet with the
lack of traffic.  It gives you an idea of how it might have been a 100 years ago with so few cars.  We
appreciate how difficult it has been for those living in flats but for us it has - so far- been quite a
pleasant experience. (Monica and Robin Butler)

Friday 8th May

(Bank Holiday!)

Open : 9am – 12.30pm only

No afternoon session

New this Month
Rachel’s Ice Cream – back in the Shop in a new larger freezer.

News/Promotional Screen – back on the wall to tell you all!
Ketford Nurseries – display stand with plants for sale

Not Entirely New! – We would welcome new volunteers, please call Marie
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Ann Lamb 5 /5/1937 to 28/4/2020
(It was sad to hear of Ann’s death and many will have
enjoyed her company as a volunteer in the earlier days
of the Shop and at events.  Many thanks to Peter Jones
for painting a more complete picture)
We inherited George and Ann as neighbours when we
moved into the village some 12 years ago. George was
an outgoing person who was a very quick to express
his own views (often misplaced) on any subject under
the sun.  Ann was rather the opposite, quiet, almost
withdrawn sometimes but determined if her mind was
made up. She was a home economics teacher and held

a number of deputy headships. She was an excellent embroiderer chairing the local embroiderers
Guild for a number of years and she worked for some time in the shop at Eastnor Castle and as a
guide. She and George were extremely well travelled and they collected many mementos from their
overseas travels.

However George unfortunately passed away with dementia some 5 years ago at which time Ann
backed down from her Eastnor castle duties but she did become a volunteer at our village shop
where for some 2 ½ years she happily filled in as required though she did find the till somewhat
beyond her ability. Ann was unfortunately also diagnosed with onset dementia which curtailed her
ability to volunteer. The dementia gradually progressed until inevitably some 2 years ago she had to
back out completely but she still tried to maintain as much contact as possible with the volunteers
she had worked with. Looking after herself became more challenging until at the end of November
2019 she was obliged to move into a care home in Ross-on-Wye where she was well looked after
till the end which came just one week before her 83rd birthday.

She will be missed as a quiet, intelligent lady, with a wealth of experience in teaching, cooking,
embroidery and handicrafts, and a great friend.

Words from our Webmaster
My Webmaster experience - well what can I say about my experience of being a volunteer
Webmaster for The Shop!!

We moved to the village at the end of August last year (the day the shop had an attempted burglary
- oops!!) We then went off to America for three weeks and upon our return we had the build up to
Christmas. We attended the Christmas Carol Service at the shop which we both enjoyed, one
Community Lunch and a Volunteer Meeting so we did meet some of you. My husband volunteered
my IT services and thus I spent many hours on You Tube learning how to become a ‘Webmaster’!!!
I have grasped the basic workings of the site quite well but still have to refer to Google/You Tube
on many occasions!!

Then came Covid-19 which hit us all so hard and changed our daily lives so much and many of us
had to self-isolate - including us!! This has impacted on our getting to know people in the village
and particularly on how the shop works and who does what etc. So, I have really been relying on
people to come up with suggestions and ideas to go on the website otherwise the site could become
quite stale - only so many pictures of fruit, eggs, meat etc I can put on! But, with everything on hold
and no events allowed, it limits what can be reported on but please do come to me with whatever
you think might be of interest. (carol.garson@sky.com)

I do believe there is a light at the end of the tunnel of all this and I, for one, am looking forward to
our freedom once again and meeting the faces of the email addresses!! Stay safe everyone.
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Meanwhile behind the Scenes – Chairman’s Report
I don’t usually appear on page 3 but we all have to make sacrifices!
As you can read elsewhere the Shop’s fortunes have been transformed, however, as the chance to
chat is much reduced I’d like to update you on developments.
We were beneficiaries of the Small Business Grant Scheme to the tune of £10,000.  A word of
thanks to the District Council’s staff who were very helpful in ensuring that we got this grant in a
timely manner.  We are grateful for additional monies that came in from share purchases and a
sizeable donation. We should also be generating surplus funds as a result of our level of trading.
Our application for £2,500 to the Princes Trust Fund to cover our increased costs was unsuccessful,
as were 240 of the 300 applicants!  We await the outcome of our application for £500 from a Tesco
Fund.
With the increased amount of product lines we have needed to increase our chiller/freezer capacity.
We have bought a new chiller and acquired another freezer through Rachel’s ice cream to promote
their products and other frozen items.
A consequence of the increased trade is that we have had to register for VAT (effective 1st May).
We will have to monitor the consequences but don’t expect to increase our prices although a bit
more discipline in our admin will be necessary.
Finally you will be aware that we have had to postpone our AGM.  Our rules require us to hold this
before the end of June.  If it is sensible to do that we will suggest a date as things become clearer,
however, ultimately it will be up to members to agree a date even if we have to bend the rules
(slightly!).  Once the committee has agreed the 2019 accounts they will be circulated.  Given the
transformation that has occurred the importance of the AGM will be to get new committee members

Jan’s Garden Enterprise
Many thanks to Jan Long for organising the
purchase and distribution of garden necessities
(plants, compost etc.) to 20 customers before
Easter and a further 12 after.  Also to thank Nick
Winter, transport manager, who successfully
made deliveries within the village, Red Marley
and Dymock.

The Cloud with a Silver Lining!
Since the 23rd March (lock-down) the Shop has blossomed.  Takings in March were greater than in
the first two months of the year and the takings in April(~£25,000) will be greater than the takings
in the first quarter. Amazingly in the first 28 days of April the Shop team and volunteers carried out
170 deliveries – that is 7 a day, given that there are no deliveries on Sunday!
It is likely that restrictions will be eased during May as we move towards the “new normal”.
However, despite the fantastic changes that have occurred, the Shop has managed to flourish and
serve the community.  What comes may be weird but we can approach it with confidence!

Support Your Shop! The easiest and most effective way is to become a member (details on the
website).  This can be done for as little as £1 and allows you to show your support for the Shop
and the Community.  It allows us to demonstrate the support we have!

Thinking about this activity I thought that the words of the psalmist (Ps:126) had relevance.   We
might not be weeping but hopefully we will have reason for joy when our gardening efforts reach
fruition.  The Spring being a dim memory?

Those who sow with tears, will reap with songs of joy.
Those who go out weeping, carrying seed to sow,
will return with songs of joy, carrying sheaves with them.


